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ChallengeChallenge

De elop st ategies to p otect biodi e sit  and to Develop strategies to protect biodiversity and to 
integrate climate change issues sustainable 
development and joint action in model regions
Large protected areas in Germany like biosphere 
reserves and nature parks serve as model regions, 
institutionalized nature protection by providing park institutionalized nature protection by providing park 
management or area manager, institutionalized tourism 
to ease work by having contact persons



Study Regionsy g

Biosphere Reserve 
S th t RüSoutheast-Rügen

Nature Park Nature Park 
Feldberg Lakeland
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Vilm Biosphere Reserve Southeast RügenVilm, Biosphere Reserve Southeast-Rügen
Own Picture



Schweingartensee, Nature Park Feldberg Lake Land 
Own Picture



Feldsee Large Protected Area Feldberg Belchen OberesFeldsee, Large Protected Area Feldberg-Belchen-Oberes 
Wiesental
Own Picture



Seealpsee Large Protected Area Allgäu High Alps
Oytal
Bildquelle: Wikipedia

Seealpsee, Large Protected Area Allgäu High Alps
Own Picture



MethodsMethods

Literature review on interactions biodiversity-climate Literature review on interactions biodiversity climate 
change-outdoor recreation
Key Stakeholders: analyses on their individual 

i f h l hperception of the core topics climate change, tourism, 
biodiversity and their inter-relations; semi-structured 
interviews with key stakeholders and regional 
workshops in three outdoor recreation destinations 
discussing main questions

Biodiversity in Outdoor recreation contextBiodiversity in Outdoor recreation context
Climate change: Impact and mitigation/adaption
Cooperation between key stakeholders

S k h ld l d b hStakeholders were selected by choosing maximum 
contrast principle (Hunziker 2000)



IntervieweesInterviewees
Feldberg-Belchen-
Oberes Wiesental

Southeast Rügen Feldberg Lakeland
Oberes Wiesental
Interviews/Workshop Interviews/Workshop Interviews/Workshop

Local researchers 0 / 1 1 / 0 0 / 1

Agriculture and Forestry 1 / 1 1 / 0 2 / 2

Nature Protection (volontary) 1 / 0 1 / 0 1 / 0

Nature Protection (professional) 4 / 3 2 / 3 2 / 2

Decision makers (Policy) 1 / 1 1 / 1 1 / 1

R i l Pl i /Regional Planning/

Regional Development
0 / 0 2 / 1 2 / 2

Outdoor Recreation enterprises 1 / 0 1 / 0 0 / 3

Outdoor Recreation (institution) 4 / 2 2 / 2 1 / 0

Sum 12 / 8 11 / 7 9 / 11



ResultsResults

Biodiversity in outdoor recreation is mainly seen as different 
landscapes, colours and shapes, extreme habitats and 
some flagship species, but also some special interest visitors 
e.g. bird-watchingg g

Megatrend hiking, less important biking, new trend E-bike 
( i d i l  iti  t  d  t i d t ffi )(perceived mainly positive to reduce motorized traffic)

Low impact of recreation activities compared to agriculture, Low impact of recreation activities compared to agriculture, 
but impact of new trend activities (kite-surfing, geocaching) 
unknown or high, since these activities demand space and are 
often away from trailsoften away from trails



ResultsResults

High knowledge on climate change issues, climate g o dg o g u , a
changes are already visible for interviewees (increased 
extreme weather situations), severe changes are 
expected around 2050  but beyond all current expected around 2050, but beyond all current 
investment turnovers (even cableways or buildings)

Some impacts of climate change on biodiversity were 
expected, intense agriculture and biomass production 
for energy however was seen the real issue: “Tell your gy y
funders that the climate change issue draws off the 
attention from the real problems out there” (First 
statement made by three stakeholders in Feldberg lake statement made by three stakeholders in Feldberg lake 
land workshop)



ResultsResults

All tested outdoor recreation destinations perceive that they 
are in a winning position long summer season until late 
autumn in the future

Perception, that most species can adapt to different climate 
conditions

Skiing is already getting less important for mountain 
destinations and both tested regions perceive themselves destinations and both tested regions perceive themselves 
being able to adapt by shifting snow activities to higher 
regions



ResultsResults

Nonetheless, initiatives to protect climate are seen 
necessary by all stakeholders like emission-free mobility 
(bike, E-bike, electric rental cars, public transportation), also 
environmentally friendly accommodation (zero-emission y y (
buildings) are expected by guests as state-of-the art but 
not gaining extra revenues for entrepreneurs

The consequences of the German energy revolution as a 
key strategy to reduce CO2 emission to limit climate change 
effects were discussed intensively by the stakeholders no 
consensus on wind energy opinions stretched from 
“turbine free zones” to “visitors expect outdoor recreation p
destinations being part of the Energy revolution”, biomass 
production (maize for biogas production is a big issue) was 
perceived extremely negativeperceived extremely negative



ResultsResults

A number of research projects were carried already 
concerning climate change ( “fed up with climate change 
issues”)

Action: Forest management focus on changing tree 
species and mixed forest with high portions of potential 

t l t ti    d ti  t  f t  li t  ditinatural vegetation as an adaption to future climate conditions

Management for water retention and raised bog restorationManagement for water retention and raised bog restoration

Some exchange between stakeholders (not institutionalized) 
but no joint action for climate change issues, some actions 
and ideas for protecting biodiversity strong interest to act 
in this field, mainly concepts for visitor management, y p g



DiscussionDiscussion

Problems: difficult for scientists to precisely describe ob d u o o p s y d s
impacts of climate change on biodiversity, mainly 
modelling results question of potentials to adapt; impact 
of land use changes are currently more severe and intenseof land use changes are currently more severe and intense
Extreme habitats will be affected for sure (e.g. Glacial relict 
species in mid-mountain ranges, bogs ...), they are also 
i t t f  ti  important for recreation purposes
Increased pressure on land-use by increased outdoor 
recreation and renewable energy production; gy p ;
infrastructure but also housing etc. with increased efforts 
to protect biodiversity and to provide “Green Infrastructure” 
for migration corridorsfor migration corridors



DiscussionDiscussion
“Non-action” can be understood by application of  a 
motivation psychology concept (Reinberg 2002)motivation psychology concept (Reinberg 2002)

Situation Result Expectation

OR-CC: Situation is not perceived being a severe problem in local context
OR-B: is seen a problem to be solved to some extent in local context

Situation – Result – Expectation

Person Action Result Benefit

Perceived own 
ability for 

Expected results 
of own action

Expected benefit
ability for 
effective action  

low impact of own action

of own action
OR-CC: limited own abilities
OR-B: abilities, results will 
be restrictions, no rewards

OR-CC: some stimuli by incentives 
for renewable energy
OR-B: mainly non-monetary values



Conclusions and further workConclusions and further work
Challenge for our further work in the regions:

“ex-cathedra approach” of previous climate change projects
left “scorched earth” (“fed up with climate change research”)( p g )

Respect stakeholders and their perception, their wishes and 
thei  pe specti etheir perspective

Mainly benefits from climate change for outdoor recreation 
destinations
Impacts on biodiversity difficult to determine
Thinking in timescales >30-50 years difficult for stakeholders
Shifting baselines (references for climate changes)Shifting baselines (references for climate changes)



Conclusions and further workConclusions and further work

We continue with topics that motivate stakeholders to 
cooperate for further work 

we will pick up biodiversity issues perceived as a problem we will pick up biodiversity issues perceived as a problem 
brought in by our stakeholders connected with climate 
change issues (e.g. protection of extreme habitats, 

ti it  f h bit t   d d f  ti )connectivity of habitats vs. demand for recreation)

Second workshop series in study areas together with Second workshop series in study areas together with 
stakeholders. We use expert based scenarios based on 
moderate climate change scenarios and three possible trends 
in outdoor recreation  mainly focussing on hikingin outdoor recreation, mainly focussing on hiking
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